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Annotation 

The Maser thesis is devoted to developing a model to technical state of gas 

turbine engine estimation. The approaches to preparation data, especially to handle 

unbalanced data were presented in the thesis. In order to efficient estimation of 

model performance, the special metric was chosen. 

Goal of the master thesis is analyzing of monitoring parameters data and 

developing a model of technical state of GTE estimation based on the data. 
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Introduction 

The problem of gas turbine engine defects predetermination always has been 

actual. In traditional way, the diagnosis of engines goes by using models, created 

based on statistical processing data of monitoring and physical regularities. To get 

this data, there are special detectors measuring parameters of engine while it’s 

working. The fail of data with monitoring parameters consist of such information 

as: temperature and pressure of air on input of engine, temperature and pressure of 

air on output of turbine, temperature of oil, operating time and so on. The number 

of monitoring parameters can reach the 100 and more. 

The main purpose of engineer - diagnostician is to determine engine defects 

before its crashed or before maintenance inspection, by using data of monitoring 

parameters. So, as it said before to solve the task, the methods based on physical 

regularities are applied. Each defect has some deviation of parameters of working 

engine, so by analyzing the deviations it’s possible to determine the reason of 

appearance the defect. It is a really difficult task, because of significant amount of 

information and difficulties of associates between defects and monitoring 

parameters [1]. 

The present project offers to solve the task by means approach based on 

neural nets modeling. 

In the case neural net modeling means to create a model or ensemble of 

models to classify different state of engine. The state is characterized by values of 

monitoring parameters. So to determine defective state of an engine, it is necessary 

to determine the parameters which represent that defect. Thereby, will be created 

the training set to modeling the classifiers of estimation technical states of gas 

turbine engine. 

As input data will be values of monitoring parameters with combination of 

class corresponding to them. 

As internal data will be some weights of net’s neurons, its structure and 

configuration parameters. 
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As output data will be used the assessment of technical state of an engine. 

1. The technologies of Data Mining and using of it to estimation of gas 

turbine engine technical state 

The methods of Data Mining allow to solve a lot of tasks, the main tasks are 

classification and clusterization. Let’s consider them in more details: 

Classification task is determination of object class using some characteristic 

of the object. The main think that the number of classes is known before 

classification. 

Clusterization task is searching of independent groups (clusters) and 

characteristics of it. The task solving allows to better understand of the data 

structure. 

There is another type of classification the tasks. It’s based on type of solving 

the tasks: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. So, if make some 

association of it, then the task of classification fits to supervised learning and to 

unsupervised learning fit clusterization task. Let’s consider the types of learning in 

more detail. 

There are several steps of solving the supervised learning task. The first of 

all it is necessary to make a classifier model. Next step is learning of the classifier 

on a training data. That’s mean checking the efficiency of quality the model and 

keeping to learn the model until it has the required quality, if it is possible on the 

training data. 

So, unsupervised learning task is a technique for extracting information from 

input data. Obviously, if in the data is some structure or patterns, then the 

clusterization model must find it, and the task don’t suggest any training of the 

clusterization model. The advantage of the task is a possibility of its solving 

without any initial information about input data. 

Thereby, in the project of models developing of technical engine state 

estimation was solved both of the tasks. The models based on Neural Nets and 

Decision Trees were used as method of classification. The clusterization task was 
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solved to make some preparation of input data (monitoring parameters). The K-

means method was used as clusterization algorithm. 

1.1 Neural Net 

Let’s consider Neural Nets as a classification method allowing to estimate 

technical state of an engine. Neural Nets is a class of models, it’s based on 

biological aspects of human’s brain working. So after step of learning it is able to 

solve some different task of data mining. 

The process of learning this type of models means iterative processing of 

input data, correction of model’s weights in a way of the best prediction efficiency 

on training data. After training on a data, the network is ready to making 

predictions.  

The one of the main advantages of the models is that the models can 

theoretically approximate any continuous function and that’s way to a researcher is 

not necessary to make a hypothesis concerning the model. However it has such 

disadvantage that the resulting decision of modeling depends on initial 

configuration of network and it is difficult to practical interpret that in a traditional 

analytic terminus [2].  

1.2 Decision Tree 

A decision tree is a tree-like graph or model. It is like inverted tree, in top of 

it has a root and it grows downstairs. The tree has nodes and as it said before, the 

main node is called root node. The nodes that do not have child nodes are called 

the leaf nodes. Each non-leaf node corresponds one of the input attribute. For 

example if we have such variable of input data as temperature of gas, then in the 

tree will be corresponding non-leaf node. As that variable is numerical, it outgoes 

with some specified ranges. Concerning to leaf node it assume possible values of 

target (label) attribute such as “true” or “false” [3,4]. 

In order to generate a decision tree algorithm of recursive partitioning is 

used. Recursive partitioning means repeatedly splitting on the values of attributes. 
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In every recursion the algorithm follows the following steps: choosing an attribute 

to splitting, processing of example set based on type of attributes, creating the 

resulted tree. There are several conditions to stop the recursion or splitting, for 

example no one of attributes doesn’t reach a specific threshold. This can be 

adjusted using corresponding parameter. 

1.3 Formalization of main steps of Data Mining 

For effective conducting of data analysis, just applying of Data Mining 

methods is not enough, though the step of modeling is the main one [5]. The whole 

process consists of several steps. Let’s consider them to determine that there are a 

lot of problem not only on modeling step and it is necessary to take attention on the 

whole process, picture 1. 

The understanding and 

formulation of analysis 

task

The preparation of data to 

analysis

The process of modeling

The estimation of models 

efficiency

The interpretation of 

models results

 

Picture 1 The steps of Data Analysis process 
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On the first step it is important to formulate the goals and chose the methods 

to reach the goals. All of the decisions will have influence on the final efficiency. 

The second step consists of preparation of data. The process will be 

considered in more details in fathers parts of the project. 

Third step is process of modeling. It could be the applying of difficult 

combination of different methods the making simple and fast models to express 

analysis. So it is useful to make analysis of data from other points of view. 

The next step is estimation of modeling efficiency. The really simple and 

often usable methods are based on splitting data set into two parts. One part is 

usually bigger then another one. On the bigger part, a model of Data Mining is 

trained, on the other part the model is checked. The efficiency of modeling can be 

estimated based on the difference of accuracy between testing and training groups. 

The last step is interpretation of resulted models to use that in making 

decisions, making some rules and so on. Here is some integration with experts 

systems. As much efficient is the step will be the efficient of solving the current 

task.  
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2. Estimation of methods, which are used to preparation of data of 

monitoring parameters 

 

2.1 Preparation of data 

In order to apply any method of Data Mining to data, the data is necessary to 

prepare. The preparation of data means excluding not efficient variables, such as 

identical variables. The number of variables can be a really large, so including all 

of the variables will significantly increase the time of computing. 

Thereby, as preprocessing of data it is necessary to take most important 

variables in context of current research. To make this preparation of data, statistical 

methods based on correlation analysis, linear regression are used. Those methods 

allow to estimate influence of one variable to other. 

At this way, data cleaning of table columns (variables - attributes) is 

processed. At the similar way it can be useful to make preprocessing of data by 

cleaning table rows.  

2.1.1 Handling of unbalanced data sets 

A data set used to train models of estimation technical state of gas turbine 

engine is unbalanced data set. It means there is a big bias the amount of instances 

of the classes. For example if we have two classes, the first one contains 100 

instances and the second one 1000 instances, then the presented data set is 

unbalanced with 1 to 10 rate. In the case first class is minority class, the other class 

is majority class. 

Most of machine learning algorithms work better, when both classes of the 

training set have an equal number of elements. If the number of instances of one 

class is far different from the other, then problems appear. This is the best 

illustrated with the following example: 
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If consider the current data set (parameter monitoring) and train a machine 

learning algorithm on the data, suppose there are two possible outputs as follows: 

1)  10 instances of minority class and 20 of the majority class are 

misclassified. 

2) 2 instances of minority class and 60 of the majority class are 

misclassified. 

If we calculate the performance of the model by the amount of misclassified 

examples, then obviously that first case is better. However in terms of correct 

classification of minority class (especially when the class has priority), then second 

case is the best choice. Thereby it is important to have a correct metric for efficient 

estimation of the model performance [6]. 

Unbalanced data sets are a special case for classification problems. This type 

of sets supposes a new challenging problem for Data Mining, since standard 

classification algorithms usually consider a balanced training set. So, the question 

is how to handle with it. 

There are different ways to handle unbalanced data. Let’s consider several of 

those, which could be useful for the specific task: 

1) In the first approach, it is necessary to divide the major class into L 

distinct clusters, then train L classifiers, where each classifier is trained on only 

one of the distinct clusters, but on all of the data from the minority class.  To be 

clear, the data from the minority class are used in the training of all L classifiers.  

Finally, use ensemble of the L learned classifiers as a final classifier. 

2) This is similar to number (1), but a little different. Let N be the number of 

samples in the minority class.  Cluster the majority class into N clusters 

(agglomerative, K-means clustering etc.), and use the resulting cluster mediods as 

the training data for the majority class.  To be clear, you throw out the original 

training data from the majority class, and use the mediods instead. Finally, the 

classes are balanced.  
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3) The third one is based on boosting. The algorithm trains the first learner, 

L1, on the original data set. The second learner, L2, is trained on a set on which L1 

has around 50% chance to be correct. The third learner, L3, is trained on the cases 

on which L1 and L2 disagree. As output, return the majority of the classifiers. Why 

it improves, the classification can be found in [7,8].  

In case of application this method on the unbalanced data. Let L1 return 

always true (majority class). L2, is being trained, where L1 inconvenient. L3 

trained, when L1 and L2 disagree, that is L2 predicts false (minority class). 

Therefore, false (minority class) prediction can be only when both L2 and L3 

predicts false.  

Whatever method one can use will help in some ways, but hurt in others. To 

improve the efficiency, one can train separate models using all of the methods 

listed above, and then perform model averaging over all of them. 

The methods are not applied yet, and on the stage of research, the task was 

to find out the ideas and approaches, which could be useful to the task. In future, it 

is necessary to apply the methods to prove the efficiency and suitability of it. 

Thereby, the results of efficiency estimation of those approaches are 

presented in further parts of the thesis. 

2.1.2 Analysis of quality problem and number of input variables 

The data are recorded from detectors of control of monitoring parameters 

and have a large dimensionality around 40 attributes. It makes high requirements to 

number of elements of input data. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the data 

and find out the effective number of variables, we applied the following 

approaches: 

- Correlation analysis [9]. 

The correlation analysis was applied to estimate the association between the 

output, target value and input variables. It was done to exclude less important input 
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variables. So the main idea of the analysis is to find some variables, which least of 

all correlated with output result.  

To conduct the correlation analysis the following steps were performed: 

1) Choosing the input and output variables 

2) Configuration of correlation parameters; 

3) Excluding insignificant variables; 

4) Analysis of the result. 

Let’s consider applying of the methods on the data of monitoring parameters 

of gas turbine engine. To perform the analysis Deductor 5.3 was used. In the 

beginning we have data set with 40 attributes, one of them is target attribute or 

label attribute, the attribute is technical state of engine. Thereby, it is possible to 

make around 40 pairs: input attribute and label attribute. The correlation is a 

number between -1 and +1 that measures the degree of association between two 

attributes. In the case the correlation analysis provided the value of association 

between label attribute (technical state) and one, every time different input 

attribute. To estimate the degree of correlation of the attributes in table 1 presented 

interpretation of correlation values 

Table 1 Interpretation of correlation values 

Negative 

value 

Positive  

value 
Interpretation 

-0,2 <V< 0,2 Very low correlation 

-0,5<V<-0,2 0,2<V<0,5 Low correlation 

-0,7<V<-0,5 0,5<V<0,7 Middle value of correlation 

-0,9<V<-0,7 0,7<V<0,9 High correlation 

V < -0,9 V > 0,9 Very high correlation 

On the next step method of computing correlation was chosen as Pirson’s 

method and values of correlation between each of input variables and label 

variable were computed. The values of correlation are presented on picture 2 on 

crossing of rows with the input variables and column with the technical state. 
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№ Input variables Technical state Value 

 

Picture 2 Matrix of correlation 

According to the table 1 we decided to exclude some variables with value of 

correlation lower than 0.5. Thereby, 15 variables which correlated to label attribute 

with value lower than the middle rate were excluded. 

- Compare to correlation analysis, the factor analysis [10] considers 

association not only between two variables. The goal of factor analysis is to reduce 

of factors dimensionality. The main idea of the analysis is to select new factors 

which more adequate represent the input data.  

In the similar way let’s estimate the efficiency of the methods on data set of 

monitoring parameters by using Deductor 5.3. After importing the input data to the 

analysis, method of factor’s decision was chosen as Varimax method (the method 

is more usable in most cases, because it provides easier interpretation of factors). 

The parameter of choosing factors number is established as 25. 

So, the number of variables marked as 25 and the principal components were 

computed. The results of it presented in table on picture 3. 
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Picture 3 Table with computed principal components 

During the analysis of factors, 25 principal components were selected from 

input data set. How much efficient this approach can be on modeling will be 

checked on the next step of the research. 

The similar task of dimensionality reducing can be performed by means 

nonlinear transformation on base of auto associative networks (reproduce the input 

data in output). The number of internal elements of such neural nets is small, 

because of that the reducing of data is processed. So typical structure of the neural 

net has 5 layers – middle one is for reducing data, others are for nonlinear 

transformation. 

- Sensitivity analysis [11,12]. 

During modeling the neural nets in Statistica Neural Networks, it is possible 

to use different combination of input variables. It is possible to ignore some 

variables, so the resulted neural net will not use them as input variables. It is also 

possible to perform sensitivity analysis of input variables. The procedure allows to 

make conclusion concerning importance of input variables to a specific neural net 

and delete some inputs with low rate of sensitivity if it is necessary.  
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So, the sensitivity analysis was performed using the current data set of 

monitoring parameters. During the analysis, the input variables were excluded by 

rotation. In order to determine sensitivity of the variables, the neural net was 

trained on testing values (on whole data set, with all available variables) and error 

N1 of the neural net was computed. After that the neural net was trained on the 

same values, but in the case the excluding of some values was performed and the 

error N2 of the resulted net was computed as well. 

As some information (one of input variables) was deleted, then it is logically 

that the error will change. The value of sensitivity – is ratio error N2 to error N1. 

The sensitively is the net to the input variable, the bigger the ratio of the errors. If 

the ratio less or equal to 1, than excluding of the variable doesn’t affect on 

performance of the neural net. The results are presented in table 2. 

Table 2 The results of sensitivity analysis 

 Error Vv_zp Tv Pk Pt Tt Tm_v … 

Ratio 1 
0,396 

0,6785 0,6787 0,742 0,6792  1,004 … 

Rank 1 19 16 13 15  3 … 

Ratio 2 
0,273 

0,989 0,961 1,0009 0,983 1,045 1,049 … 

Rank 2 25 33 22 27 11 10 … 

Ratio 3 
0,363 

0,924 1,002 1,0074 1,0004  0,9994 … 

Rank 3 25 13 11 14  17 … 

Ratio 4 
0,144 

0,944 1,013 1,0451 0,984 1,038 0,991 … 

Rank 4 37 20 14 33 17 27 … 

During the analysis 10 neural nets of MLP type were trained, but only 4 of 

them whit lower error were selected. To each variable ratio of errors was computed 

and rank of importance the variables was determined. As shown in the table above, 

the parameter Tt (temperature of gas) didn’t take part in training the first and the 

third nets, it had a bad influence on error rate. Hence it is possible to make a 

conclusion about high importance of the variables. It was determined that the 

parameter VV-zp is not an important variable and it may be excluded. Thereby, 

data set of 27 variables was received. 
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2.2 Comparative analysis of approaches efficiency 

AS result of preparation data, three data sets were received: 

1) A set after correlation analysis 

2) A set after factor analysis 

3) A set after sensitivity analysis 

In order to estimate the efficiency and determine most resultative of the 

approaches of preparation data it’s necessary to perform validation on modeling 

classifiers. If compare the accuracies of the resulted models, computed by means 

confusion matrix, it is possible to make a conclusion about suitability and usability 

of a specific approach of preparation data. 

At the first it is necessary to determine the accuracy of model on the initial 

data, that’s mean on date without any manipulations with variables. 

Table 3 The results of modeling on the initial data 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
19 4 

Predicted 

Normal state 
27 368 

Recall 41,30% 98,02% 

The initial data. Classification accuracy – 92.58%. 

In table 3 shown defective states of engine are recognized with quite low 

accuracy, so it obviously is problem. 

Table 4 Results of modeling on data after factor and correlation analyses  

Data after factor analysis. Classification accuracy 91,39% 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
25 15 

Predicted 

Normal state 
21 357 

Recall 54,35% 95,97% 
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Data after correlation analysis. Classification accuracy 91,21% 

Predicted 

Defective state 
24 8 

Predicted 

Normal state 
22 364 

Recall 52,17% 97,85% 

If estimate the results of modeling efficiency after factor and correlation 

analyses, then it’s seen recall of defective class is increased, but the rate is still not 

high enough to effective functioning of the model. 

The accuracy of classification of model trained on data after sensitivity 

analysis is 77.04%, table 4. Excluding of some variables had positive influence on 

recognition of defective state of engine, but in the same time the accuracy of model 

in general is reduced, because of reducing of recognition of other class on 20 %. 

Table 5 Results of modeling on data after sensitivity analysis 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
10 51 

Predicted 

Normal state 
5 178 

Recall 66,66% 77,72% 

Thereby, the accuracy of recognition (recall) of defective states was 

improved on 20% by applying of the approaches of data preparation, but recall of 

class of normal states was reduced on the same 20 %. 

3. Creating models of gas turbine engine technical state estimation 

As software for modeling was used Rapid Miner studio. At the first stage it 

was necessary to build a basic structure of the classification model. It is mean to 

choose and connect all of the necessary blocks. The resulted structure is presented 

on picture 4. 
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Picture 4 Structure of classification model in Rapid Miner 

Let’s consider all of the elements of the model in more detail: 

- Retrieve block, here is processed loading of the example set to the 

classification model. 

- Select attributes block allows filtering attributes of the input data, 

- Validations block splits up the input data set on training set and testing 

set. The block has a subprocess, picture 5. 

 

Picture 5 The subprocess of Validation block 

As one can see from the picture above, the subprocess of Validation block 

includes three blocks. In the case it is block of classification model – multilayer 

perceptron, block of applying the trained classification model on testing data set 

and the last block of performance estimation. 

In order to optimize the parameters of a classification model it was used 

“optimize parameters” block. The block finds optimal values of the parameters in 

the specified range. It allows finding the best combination of the parameters as 

well. 
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Picture 6 Optimization parameters of Neural Net operator 

For example, it is necessary to find the optimal parameters of Neural Net 

operator, picture 6. At the first step one have to choose that operator, then specify 

the parameters to optimization and the last step is to make some limits of the 

parameters. All of the values in the specified range cannot be checked, so there is a 

“Steps” field, which determine the number of values to be checked from the range. 

It is a really convenient and fast way to tune a model, but using the 

optimization block it is possible to easily get the problem of overfitting. 

 

3.1 Modeling of the multilayer perceptron 

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a typical common kind of neural nets and 

a good fit to almost all types of tasks. It is feedforward neural net, so we have 

several successive connected layers and each current neuron gets and processes 

signals from neurons of the previous layer. The input layer is used just to transfer 

information into a hidden (computing) layer. The amount of neurons in the input 

and output layers is determined by the dataset parameters (number of attributes and 
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type of target attribute). More information about working of this type of neural nets 

available in [13]. 

After preparation the input data set by applying some methods of reducing 

attributes and finding most effective combination of them, it’s improved the 

classification efficiency. In the stage, let’s see what influence has the approaches to 

balanced data set on modeling efficiency. 

1) The first data set, after the preparation and normalization of attributes. Its 

set includes 25 values of working state of GTE and 25 GTE with some failure. 

Table 6 Results of modeling on the first data set 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
13 347 

Predicted 

Normal state 
13 1143 

Recall 50% 76,1% 

Accuracy – 66.2% 

In order to create the first set was used 1-5 values of monitoring parameters, 

which are taken before stopping GTE working, so the values describe a GTE with 

a failure. As values which describe working GTE, all other available values were 

taken (around 250 values per each of 25 GTE). Thereby, that data set has a big 

disbalancing of the classes, table 6. 

2) At the next step the values of class with working GTE were taken in a 

better way. The number of GTE and the proportion between the classes was the 

same like in the previous case. 

Table 7 Results of modeling on the second data set 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Pr. Defective state 7 57 

Pr. Normal state 3 177 

Recall 70% 75,6% 

Accuracy – 75.4%. 
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In that current case the values of class with working ГТД were taken in the 

following way: as 1-5 values before appearing a failure are values of the first class 

with not working ГТД, so values after repairing the engine are values of the second 

case with working engine. Thereby the second data set was prepared, each working 

engine in the case has around 10-15 values of monitoring parameters. 

The model was trained on the data set and the result of recall the minority 

class (the first class with now working engine) was increased on 20 %, table 7.  

3) In order to estimate the efficiency of balancing data approaches, a model 

was trained on the data balanced by approach based on clustering of majority class 

values. Thereby using the values of cluster centers, instead of majority class 

values, that current data set was balanced, table 8. 

Table 8 Results of modeling on the third data set 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
21 7 

Predicted 

Normal state 
4 25 

Recall 87,5% 78,1% 

Accuracy – 80.7%. 

That approach of balancing data was quite effective in improving the recall 

of the key class (minority class) and accuracy in general. 

 

3.2 Modeling of the probabilistic neural net 

A probabilistic neural net (PNN) is some kind of a neural net which similar 

to a radial basis function (RBF) network. The main difference is that a PNN has 

one neuron (in hidden layer) for each point in training set, that means the kind of 

net requires more memory space to store the model then MLP. It is not a good 

match to work with large training sets. PNN is quite accurate with small to medium 

size data sets and it has modifications, such as matrix of loss, which add an 
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additional layer with rates (price) of classification errors. The modification allows 

to make some accent on one class, the possibility fits well to the current task of 

determination state of an engine. More information about the structure of hidden 

layers and activation functions available in [14]. 

In the similar way, a PNN model was build and trained, but Rapid Miner 

doesn’t have possibilities of modeling such type of neural nets. So, Statsoft 

Statistica was used instead of Rapid Miner to build the PNN model. Statsoft 

Statistica was used to make sensivity analysis in previous parts of the research. 

The parameters of PNN model were configured as following: 

1 Smoothing – 0.2, 

2 Apriority probabilities 50/50 % (as the data set is balanced) 

As input data balanced data set from the last step of modeling MLP was 

used. The results of modeling are presented in table 9. 

Table 9 Results of PNN modeling 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
24 5 

Predicted 

Normal state 
6 25 

Recall 80% 83,3% 

Accuracy – 81.6%. 

The result of modeling the PNN shows that the efficiency is the same as in 

the previous case of training MLP model on the same data set. 

3.3 Decision Tree modeling 

In order to estimate the efficiency of neural net approach in general, let’s 

consider the model based on decision tree. The model was built in Rapid Miner 

using the same structure pictures 4-6, but instead of Neural Net operator, Decision 

Tree was used. 
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Decision Tree operator has several parameters. To configure the parameters, 

block of optimization parameters was used and the resulting parameters are: 

The criterion of attribute splitting – Information Gain 

Minimal size for split – 4 

Minimal leaf size – 4 

Minimal gain – 0.001 

Maximal depth – 10 

1) The result of modeling on unbalanced data is presented in table below. 

Table 10 Results of Decision Tree modeling 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
14 18 

Predicted 

Normal state 
32 2361 

Recall 30,43% 99,24% 

Accuracy – 97.94%. 

2) If consider the balanced data set and train the decision tree model on the 

data set, we get the following results of classification, table. 

Table 11 Results of Decision Tree modeling on balanced data set 

 
True  

Defective state 

True  

Normal state 

Predicted 

Defective state 
41 11 

Predicted 

Normal state 
10 40 

Recall 82% 78,4% 

Accuracy –79.41%. 

The tree built on the balanced data set has the following structure, presented 

on picture 7. This example clearly shows, how easy to interpret the data through 

decision trees. 
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Picture 7 The structure of the Decision Tree 

The first node or the root node of the tree is parameter Pk_Pv – pressure rate. 

Splitting elements is performed based on created rules during training the model. A 

node that doesn’t have child nodes are called the leaf nodes. Each leaf node 

represented a value of an output attribute (like a value of 1 class or second class). 

4 Analysis and estimation of modeling results 

 

4.1 Choosing a metric to estimation of classifiers efficiency 

As was said before, the regular classification rate (classification accuracy) is 

not a good metric, because if one correctly classifies only the instances of the 

majority class (class with many instances), this metric still gives a high rate of 

accuracy like in the table 10, however the true rate of efficiency is different.  

In the case, when the minority class is a class represents fault states of GTE, 

it is more important to accurately classify the vectors of this class, than the vectors 

of the other class. That’s why the confusion matrix was chosen as a metric to 

determine the quality of the model, table 12. The matrix allows to estimate the 

recall of a specific class and get a clearer representation of the model efficiency. 
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Table 12 Confusion matrix 

Confusion matrix 
The real, true values 

True False 

Predicted values 
True tp fp 

False fn tn 

In order to calculate the recall of both classes it is necessary to split the data 

set into 3 parts:  

- Training set,  

- Testing set,  

- Validation set. 

The first part is to train the classification model. The data should have not 

less than 50 % of whole data set. The second part is to make an intermediate 

testing of modeling efficiency while process of tuning classifier. The last part is to 

a final one-time validation. It allows to make more accurate estimation of the 

model, because testing on a validation set is some kind of training (changing 

parameters of a model and retraining the model). 

So, let’s compute recall of the minority class of the data set of engine 

monitoring parameters, formula (2). 

Accuracy =
𝑡𝑝+𝑡𝑛

tp+tn+fp+fn
=

17+275

17+275+4+18
= 0,9299 (1) 

The quality of resulted model using such metric as accuracy is equal to 

0.9299, formula (1), that value is characterized the model as high quality classifier, 

but it is not like that. 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑡𝑝

tp+fn
=

17

17+18
= 0,4857 (2) 

The computed value of minority class recall allows to determine that the 

model has low rate of recognition the key class. It is possible to make conclusion 

concerning usability of the model based on the rate. 
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4.2 Comparative analysis of models, based on chosen metric. 

The following models: MLP, PNN, Decision tree were trained while 

modeling on received data sets. To estimate the efficiency of presented models and 

to make a conclusion of practicability the models, the rates of chosen metric were 

computed 

Table 13 Comparative analysis of received models 

Type of model Type of data Accuracy / Recall 

of minority class 

MLP Balanced data set 80.7% / 87.5% 

PNN Balanced data set 81.6% / 80% 

Decision Tree Balanced data set 79.4% / 82% 

Thereby, while estimation of modeling results, table 13, we identified that 

MLP model has the best quality of classification, especially considering the most 

important rates to the current task such as recognition of the minority class. 
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Conclusion 

In the work the classification of existing methods of Data Mining was 

performed. In addition, the ways of efficiency improving of those methods were 

considered. The ways were based on principals of data preparation to modeling. 

On the basis of neural networks approach the model (MLP) of technical state 

estimation of gas turbine engines was developed. The processes of parameter 

optimization of the model and preparation of input data by means reducing of input 

attributes and balancing of number values between classes were performed. 

The result of applying this model was received: the accuracy is 80.7%, it is 

quite high rate of classification quality, especially considering fact that the key 

class of defect state an engine was recognized by 87.5% accuracy. 

During the research the approaches to preparation data of monitoring 

parameters and the model of technical state estimation were developed and all of it 

allows to improve efficiency of diagnostic work and improve results of technical 

state estimation in general,  
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